
Facts about Scribus 
 Scribus is an open source desktop publishing (DTP) software available for plenty of operating 

systems. 

 Scribus is released under different licenses (see the Scribus web page for details), most of them 

allow even commercial use. 

About the poster templates 
 IMPORTANT: Although the last stable release is 1.4.X (June, 6, 2020), you need to run 1.5.4 or 

higher to open the ISIMS poster templates. 

 Scribus is designed for larger documents as well as single page print media. Thus, font and 

paragraphs are organized in styles (as you may know from MS Word and others). It’s highly 

recommended to spent some minutes to understand this functions, instead of editing each line of 

text separately. You will find it here: Edit  Styles. 

 Colors are also managed globally for each document. Thus, you can easily swap colors from one 

to another. The template consists of two main colors. One for the text and the box header 

background, the other for the overall background box. If you import scalable vector graphics (svg) 

or PDF/EPS files, it’s colors will be added to your color set. 

For all this, have a look at: Edit  Colors and Fills… and Edit  Replace Colors… 

 The poster template consists of different layers for background, text, figures and the header. In 

the layer window you can lock, hide, disable for printing each layer and - most important – select 

it by clicking its name, if you want to edit the objects on the layer. 

 If there is no layer window by default, open it: WindowsLayers 

 To add objects (text, figures, tables,…) click: Insert  (select the object type) 

 To load an image to an image box, open the context menu and select Get Image… 

 Good to know: Image boxes only link to the image files. On the one hand, you do not need to 

reload each image to your poster file, if you change something, on the other hand, you should be 

aware of this behavior. If image files are at high resolution, you can reduce the preview resolution 

to keep Scribus operating smoothly. To select the preview resolution in your poster working file, 

open the context menu of an image box and select Preview Settings -> (select the resolution) 

 There is a kind of text editor available, which can be opened by the context menu of a text box: 

Edit text with Story editor.  

 In the object properties at shape you can make text flow around the object, this is commonly 

used for figures. If the properties window is hidden, click Windows  Properties. 

 Once you are done with most of your design, there is a useful preview mode, which disables all 

the object frames etc. for a clearer view. In preview mode, you cannot edit anything. As this 

option is enabled in the default template, you need to disable preview mode before you start. To 

disable click: View  Preview  Preview mode (or the little eye icon at the end of the toolbar) 

 Finally, to turn your poster into a print ready file, you commonly need to export it as PDF. PDF 

options are available during export: File  Export  Save as PDF… 

If you want to make sure, that your font will be printed correctly by your printing service, check 

the font section within the export dialog. Embed the fonts or turn them into outlines by selecting 

the matching option in the dropdown list. 

 


